
Childer Thornton Primary School

Chestnut Class - Year 6

Welcome Back!

We are thrilled with our new class, as after what we are sure has been a fun-filled and exciting summer, the
children have returned with a mature attitude, ready for the challenges of Year 6. Outlined below is what they will
be learning this term.

Our overall topic is South America, however many other aspects of the curriculum will be linked with this
also. Within Geography lessons, the class will look at maps of the continent, studying climate zones, biomes
and physical features. They will also compare an area of South America against an area of the UK,
suggesting reasons why people chose certain settlement sites. The children will look with more detail at
the Amazon River and rainforest, looking at the vegetation and wildlife that exists there. This will link to
work on conservation issues such as deforestation.

English
In English, the children will complete most of their writing around the book ‘Manfish - A story of Jacques Cousteau’
by Jennifer Berne. The main focus will be biographical writing, however the children will also write diaries and
descriptions. Their final outcome will be a biography about Charles Darwin, for which they will need to research the
subject and apply the features of biographical writing they will have learnt throughout the unit. The class will also
write poetry linked to ‘Manfish’ as well as our Geography topic. Later this half term, the children will write
non-chronological reports about animals found in the Amazon Rainforest.

After half term, the children will use a range of fiction books about rainforests to write persuasive pieces, such as
an argument against deforestation, as well as writing a speech. They will also write persuasive brochures about
Brazil and its attractions.

The children will complete spelling investigations in class and these will link with the spellings you will receive at
home. This is an opportunity for you to consolidate what we are doing in class, as the children’s spelling ability is a
huge factor in whether or not they reach the expected standard. The children will also learn their own spelling
corrections from class work within the classroom.

Within English lessons we will also focus on grammar and punctuation. This will build upon their work from last year
as well as introducing some new elements such as different verb forms and complex punctuation.

Maths
In mathematics, there is a large focus on arithmetic, with children needing to use formal written methods for
calculations. However, they will also be working on how to calculate mentally more efficiently. The children will be
using all four operations to solve problems with larger numbers, as well as decimals, and using estimation and
approximation to check if their calculations are correct. They will also use their knowledge of a range of number
facts to solve calculations mentally; for example 0.3 x 0.4. It is crucial that children know their times tables to 12 x
12 for them to be able to work on many aspects of the Year 6 curriculum, especially mental arithmetic.

The children will also order and round numbers to at least 10, 000, 000 and identify many properties of number
such as square, prime, factors and triangular numbers. They will build on their previous knowledge to simplify and
order fractions and also look at the area, perimeter and volume of shapes.

Another focus in the new curriculum is the children’s ability to explain and reason about their answers which we will
encourage throughout the year. It would be useful if you could also encourage this when doing any mathematical
work at home.

Science
Our science units are closely linked to the work we are doing on Charles Darwin. They will find out how and why
different plants and animals are classified in various ways and find out about the various conventions that scientists



use. They will then discover the various groups of vertebrates and invertebrates. They will also find out about
organisms that are neither plant or animal and how micro-organisms grow.
Later in the term we will find out how living things and how they are adapted to various environments. They will then
be introduced to the idea that some adaptations will give some organisms an advantage over others, as well as
studying some of the evidence for evolution. This will be consolidated by our trip to Chester Zoo where the children
will take part in a workshop about adaptation and evolution.

Computing
There will be a larger focus on computing next term when the children will be taught by Miss Molyneux. However,
the class will continue to apply their skills they already have and use publisher to produce their finished
biographies. They will also research effectively for various aspects of the curriculum.

PE
P.E. lessons will be on a Monday however if the weather prevents the lesson from going ahead, P.E. will take part on
a different day; it is therefore essential that kits remain in school all week. During P.E. lessons, children will learn
how to pass and receive the ball with increasing accuracy and apply tactics during game situations. They will also
work on producing sequences within gymnastics.

Art and DT
The children will produce comic style self-portraits which will require them to sketch accurately, using the correct
proportions for facial features. They will also work with a specialist art teacher to produce art linked to our topic
of South America.

Music
The class will continue learning their musical instruments on a Thursday afternoon.

RE
This term in RE we will begin by exploring all aspects of worship. The children will research what it means to
worship, prayer, faith communities and will also explore how buildings and symbols are used.  We will then move onto
look at the Mosque in detail, Muslim dress and Islamic food laws.

MFL
The children will be taught basic conversational Spanish by a specialist teacher.

PHSE
We will study the following units in our SEAL lessons:
New Beginning: Looking at teamwork and what makes the ideal school.

Getting on and Falling out:  What is friendship, what makes me a good friend and how can I resolve conflict?  We
will be writing answers to problems that the children may face in school.

Bullying:  What is it?  What do we do about it?  What do we do if we see it happening to others?  The children will
lead an assembly for the rest of the school on the subject and look at poems on the subject.

General Information:
Please make sure you read with your child as much as possible as this makes such a difference to their progress.
Try to ask a variety of questions about the text and ask the children to PEE (make a point, support with evidence,
explain it clearly) their answers. We realise many children like to read independently and this is fine – just check up
on them when you can and encourage them to write their thoughts and tricky vocabulary into their reading record
books.

MyMaths will be set on  a Monday and will be due in the following Monday – please ensure children complete this and
let us know if they need additional help with a topic.

Learning Logs will be set on a Friday and the children will have almost two weeks to complete this, with it being due
in on the Thursday.



Spellings will be set on a Friday and tested the following Friday. We expect children to achieve at least 15 out of
20 every week, as this is also a homework and as such, we expect the children to learn them.

Finally, should you have any concerns or issues you would like to discuss, please feel free to come and see us. You
can either phone us before or after school; see us in person; or email Mrs Raynor who will pass anything on to us.

Mrs Yarranton and Mrs Powell


